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MAC OS X UNIX Toolbox: 1000+ Commands for the Mac OS XJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Explore a ton of powerful Mac OS X UNIX commands


	This handy, compact guide teaches you to use Mac OS X UNIX systems as the experts do: from the command line. Try out more than 1,000 commands to find and get software, monitor system health and security, and access network resources. Apply the skills you learn from this book to...
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Project managementAcademica, 2009


	Project management is a rapidly growing focus discipline

	within most businesses and organizations, binding the opti-

	mal way of operating and managing projects is a continuous

	challenge. It might involve fine-tuning work methods, clarifying

	roles and simplifying project reporting, or visualizing progress

	through the...
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Mastering Object-oriented PythonPackt Publishing, 2014

	For those who know the basics of object-oriented Python this book is a must-have. With 750 code samples and a relaxed tutorial approach, it’s the seamless route to more sophisticated programming.


	Overview

	
		Create applications with flexible logging, powerful configuration and command-line options,...
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The FreeBSD HandbookWalnut Creek, 1999

	The FreeBSD Handbook comes with the full FreeBSD Operating System on 1 CDROM. FreeBSD is a powerful, professional quality UNIX-compatible operating system.


	The FreeBSD Handbook is a comprehensive FreeBSD tutorial and reference. It covers installation, day-to-day use of FreeBSD, and much more, such as the Ports collection, creating...
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Windows Admin Scripting Little Black Book, Second EditionParaglyph, 2004
This book shows Windows XP and 2003 users and administrators how to perform Windows management and administrative tasks using powerful scripts for just about every important task imaginable.

Windows Admin Scripting Little Black Book, 2nd Edition, shows Windows XP and 2003 users and administrators how to perform Windows management...
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Windows Server 2008 All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Covers the all-new Windows Server 2008!    

    Your one-stop guide to setting up, using, and maintaining Windows Server 2008    

    If, like many system administrators, you've been waiting impatiently for the arrival of Windows Server 2008, wait no more! It's here, and so is this book to help...
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NetBeans  Ruby and Rails IDE with JRuby (FirstPress)Apress, 2008

	As Ruby and Rails continues to grow, and more and more jobs are coming online that require you to effectively develop Ruby and Rails in the web tier. Beyond the Rails framework, there are still very few proven tools and IDEs to get the job done, at least until now. The NetBeans Ruby and Rails IDE, according to some, is by far the best and...
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R Reference Manual: Base Package, Vol. 1Network Theory, 2003

	This manual is the first volume of the reference documentation for R, a powerful free environment for statistical computing and graphics. The main commands of the base package of R are described in this volume. A second companion volume "The R Reference Manual - Base Package - Volume 2" (ISBN 0-9546120-1-9) covers the R commands for...
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Design Patterns in Python: Common GOF (Gang of Four) Design Patterns implemented in PythonIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	
		*** Book also provides you FREE Access to Online Instructional Videos. See video codes in the book ***

	
		This book is about the 23 common GoF (Gang of Four) Design Patterns implemented and in Python.

	
		A Design Pattern is a description or template that can be repeatedly applied to a commonly recurring...
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A+ Certification Study Guide, Fifth Edition (Certification Press)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Get the book that shows you not only what--but how--to study
	100% complete coverage of all official objectives for the A+ Core Hardware and Operating System Technologies exams  
	Exam Readiness checklist at the front of the book--you're ready for the exam when...
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Mac Hacks: Tips & Tools for unlocking the power of OS XO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Want to take real control of your Mac? The hacks in this book help you dig below the surface to tweak system preferences, mount drives and devices, and generally do things with your system that Apple doesn’t expect you to do. With a little effort, you can make your Mac and its applications perform exactly the way you want them...
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The Software Project Manager's Bridge to Agility (The Agile Software Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2008
When software development teams move to agile methods, experienced project managers often struggle—doubtful about the new approach and uncertain about their new roles and responsibilities. In this book, two long-time certified Project Management Professionals (PMPRs) and Scrum trainers have built a bridge to this dynamic new...
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